1. Introduction. Throughout this note C denotes the unit circle and D its interior. It is the object of this note to give a simple unified treatment to the problem of approximation of a zero free holomorphic function in D (uniformly on compact sets of D) and the problem of bounded approximation of a zero free bounded holomorphic function in D by C-polynomials; i.e. polynomials whose zeros lie on C.
It is known [l], [4] that such approximations are possible in regions whose boundaries satisfy certain smoothness conditions, but the methods used in [l] and [4] yield different approximating sequences. In particular our Main Theorem implies Theorem 1 of [4] for a disk and the Main Theorem of [l ] . The proof of the main result is followed by an application of our method to the problem of C-continuation of polynomials [2] , [3] . 
Proof of the main theorem.
The following lemma is easily verified by observing some simple properties of the linear transformation (1 -saO(s -a)"" 1 and applying Rouché's Theorem. Furthermore by (1) and the lemma
LEMMA. If P(z) is a polynomial of degree m which does not vanish in D then the zeros of the polynomial P(z)+z
p P*(z), where P*(z) = z m P(z- 1 ) all lie on C for p = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Furthermore |P*(s)| <,\P{z)\for\z\^\.
(2) | P nk (z) -t nh (z) | = | *X(«) | g p"*| / n ,(s) | g P a \M" + «).
Thus combining (1) and (2) we deduce that
Finally letting n k -*x>
Since e is arbitrary the proof is complete. It is interesting to note that the construction of the approximating sequence does not depend on the boundedness of the approximated function.
Some remarks on the üT-continuation of a polynomial.
A somewhat related problem to the ones discussed above is the problem of continuing a given polynomial P(z) of degree n (i.e., adding a finite number of terms of the form a k z k } k>n) such that the resulting polynomial will have all its zeros on a given set K. Gavrilov [2] , proved that if P(0) T^O this is possible if if is a piecewise smooth Jordan curve containing the origin in its interior. Later [3] he gave a simpler proof for the case K^C. However, these existence proofs are not constructive and do not provide an estimate of the degree of the if-continuation of P{z). Obviously the lemma provides the following
THEOREM. If P(z) is a polynomial of degree m not vanishing in D then P (z) +z p P* (z) is a C-continuation of P(z) for allp>m.
The last theorem provides a partial answer to the problem of estimating the degree of a C-continuation of a polynomial P(z). 
